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300 HOURS ENDURANCE TEST OF MICROWAVE ION THRUSTER
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1) A thruster system is drastically simplified
Abstract with respect to a power supply sub system.

-.. 2) Plasmas in an ion source and neutralizer
Institute of Space and Astronautical Science are ignited without any preheat sequence.
is developing the microwave ion thruster for 3) The microwave plasma generation frees
an asteroid sample return mission. The 300 from the erosion of the discharge electrodes.
hours endurance test was executed for the
purpose of examining the durability of the At the previous paper 4, we reported
thruster. The thrust performance was 150 hours test as our preliminary activity for
unchanged after the life test. A severe grid the full time endurance test in near future. In
erosion was observed for the first 50 hours, parallel with the preparation for the
The doubly charged ion was measured at a endurance test, it is also planned to execute
fraction of 5-10 % in the ion beam. the ion beam diagnostics in detail such as

measurements of xenon with double charges,
Introduction beam divergence and beam centroid drift As

the preliminary research, the measurement of
A working group of Institute of Space the doubly ionized species was examined.

and Astronautical Science (ISAS) plans the The objectives of the present paper are
Mission to Asteroid and Earth Return 1. A 1) to measure the grid erosion rate with C-C
spacecraft of 360 kg will be launched by a grids,
Japanese M-V rocket on July 2002 and 2) to measure the population of the doubly
rendezvous the asteroid Nereus and pick up charged xenon among the ion beam.
some of the surface materials to the earth by
a reentry capsule. The ion thruster will propel Microwave ion thruster system
the spacecraft to the transfer orbit toward
Nereus and the return orbit to the earth. The The electron cyclotron resonance
electric propulsion for this mission is (ECR) discharge generates the plasma for
expected to be light weight and extremely both the ion source and the neutralizer. The
long life of 16,000 hours, ion source is a cylindrical chamber of 12 cm

in diameter and has two magnetic tracks
The electric propulsion division in which forms a ring cusped magnetic field.

ISAS has been developing the microwave The magnetic field works not only for the
discharge ion thuster in these years 2-4 resonant plasma formation but also the
Several types of ion sources were examined confinement of the primary electron as well
and compared each other, such as an off- as a conventional DC discharge ion source.
resonant ion source with a microwave cavity The microwave is injected through a circular
and resonant types with and without a cavity, wave guide attached on the endplate of the
The performance has been improved year by ion source. The propellant gas is xenon. On
year. It is concluded that the ion source the other hand, the neutralizer consists of a
assisted with electron cyclotron resonance is ring permanent magnet, an orifice and a
the most appropriate to the use of the ion microwave antenna.
thruster. The microwave ion thruster has
several advantages as follows. The block diagram of the thruster

system is represented in Fig.1. The signal ofS~____~______ the 4.2 GHz oscillator is injected into four
* Research Associate, AIAA Member solid-state amplifiers. The microwave of a
" Professor, Fellow of AIAA single power supply is distributed to the ion

Space Propulsion source and the neutralizer. The power of 45
W at maximum is supplied to the main ion
source and 15 W for the neutralizer. The ion
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source is electrically insulated with a DC the result and exhibits that the curves of the

cutter by inserting in the microwave coaxial thrust performance entirely shift to the right
cable and a gas isolator in the gas feed line hand side. This means that the ion production

since it is highly biased with a positive cost remains the same level as the old type

potential against the power supply, the but the propellant utilization efficiency is
control system and other instruments. The improved by a factor of 5 %.
neutralizer is electrically grounded to the
vacuum chamber. The thruster head is cooled Measurement of doubly charged xenon
down by a freon-refrigerated shroud by
means of the radiation cooling. The vacuum It is known the fact that the existence

chamber has the size of 1.5 m in diameter of the doubly charged xenon gives negative

and 2.5 m in length and is evacuated by two effects on the ion thruster with respect to the

oil diffusion pumps of 12,000 liter/sec. The life time and the thrust power ratio. So, the
auto-pilot system controls the sub systems by measurement of the doubly charged xenon

a personal computer with 80286 CPU of 10 was executed by a ExB type mass

MHz clock through the GPIB bus. spectrometer which separated the doubly
ionized species from the singly charged ones.

The three-grid system for ion Fig.3 shows the typical signal of the ExB

acceleration is installed with a carbon-carbon probe. Two peaks appear in it and the larger

(C-C) composite material. The sputtering rate one corresponds to the Xe , the smaller the

was measured at the previous experiment 4. It Xe-. The ratio of each density is evaluated
is known the ion striking the acceleration using these peak currents by the following

grid with an kinetic energy of 300 V. At the relation
typical energy, the sputtering rate of C-C was
measured at 0.12 atoms/ion and 1/2.5 as N(Xe") / N(Xe) = (1 / 22) ( J(Xe + ) / J(Xe +))
small as that of molybdenum. The C-C grids
have a diameter of 100 mm for the effective where N represents the density and J the
ion extraction with 578 grid holes. The grids current at each peak. The Xe- is accelerated
are assembled with intervals of 0.5 mm each with a twice energy of the Xe+ so that the
other. The thickness of each grid is 0.5 mm with a twice energy of the Xe+ so that the
for the screen and decel, 0.8 mm for the differences of the velocity and the charge are

decel grids. The hole diameter of each grid is accommodated by the numerical factor of
3 mm and 1.8 mm, and the open area ratio of I / 2 . Fig.4 shows the population of the

67% and 24 %, respectively. Xe + which slightly increases from 5 % to 10
% as the increase of the mass flow rate. The

Thrust performance thrust-power ratio is degraded by the
existence of the doubly charged species as

The ion production cost Ci and the follow,

propellant utilization efficiency rip are T / P = 1 (2 -1)p 2M
defined as follows. 1 + p eV

C, = P / I where p is the population of Xe ++ , M the

p = lb / (i + m) mass, V the beam energy and e the charge of

where Pf is a transmission power to the ion electron. The reduction of the thrust-power
ratio is evaluated at 5 % at most.

source, lb an extracted ion beam current, m ratio is evaluated at5 % at most.

an input propellant flow rate, m, a back gas 300 hours endurance test
flow rate from vacuum chamber. The ion
cost is calculated including a reflected The first endurance test was started
microwave power, which is less than 10 % of on October 26 1994 and executed as reported
the input power. in Ref.4. Second test was done on April 29

1995 and terminated on May 8. We
We reconstructed the magnetic circuit performed the continuous operation of 292

of the main ion source. This new device was hours in total. The parameters of the
designed to reduce the ion wall loss by the endurance test are listed in Table 1. After
optimization of the magnetic field line near 294 hours test, no change was obtained with
the backside of the magnets. The thrust respect to the thrust performance compared
performance of the new type was measured with that of before the test.
in comparison with the old type. Fig.2 shows
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The time history of the mass Conclusion
reduction of the accel grid is shown in Fig.5.
During the first 47 hours in the first test, the One executed the 292 hours
grid was seriously eroded due to discharge, endurance test of the microwave ion thruster
The back spattering from the downstream system. No change was exhibited in thrust
was also observed as reported in the previous performance after the operation. It was also
paper. To evaluate the effective erosion rate, verified the capability of the auto-pilot
we subtract the contamination rate from the system to control the thruster. The doubly
measured erosion rate in Fig.5 in the same charged xenon was measured and populated
manner as Ref.4. Fig.6 represents the from 5 to 10 % among the main ion beam.
effective erosion rate. At the first 50 hours, The local change of the magnetic circuit
the erosion rate is five times as large as that improved the propellant utilization efficiency
of molybdenum. After that, the erosion rate by a factor of 5 %.
remains constant at 0.3 atoms/ion. This value
is however three times as large as that of the
C-C material obtained at the previous References
preliminary experiment. This seems to
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oxidization of the C-C material and erodes it Astronautical Science, March 1995, in
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Fig.l Block diagram of microwave ion thruster
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Fig.2 Thrust performance of microwave ion thruster
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